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Abstract: The problem of predicting profitability is exceptionally relevant for investors and company
owners. This paper examines the factors affecting firm performance and tests and compares various
methods based on linear and non-linear dependencies between variables for predicting firm perfor-
mance. In this study, the methods include random effects regression, individual machine learning
algorithms with optimizers (DNN, LSTM, and Random Forest), and advanced machine learning
methods consisting of sets of algorithms (portfolios and ensembles). The training sample includes
551 retail-oriented companies and data for 2017–2019 (panel data, 1653 observations). The test sam-
ple contains data for these companies for 2020. This study combines two approaches (stages): an
econometric analysis of the influence of factors on the company’s profitability and machine learning
methods to predict the company’s profitability. To compare forecasting methods, we used parametric
and non-parametric predictive measures and ANOVA. The paper shows that previous profitability
has a strong positive impact on a firm’s performance. We also find a non-linear positive effect of sales
growth and web traffic on firm profitability. These variables significantly improve the prediction
accuracy. Regression is inferior in forecast accuracy to machine learning methods. Advanced methods
(portfolios and ensembles) demonstrate better and more steady results compared with individual
machine learning methods.

Keywords: firm performance; non-linear models of panel data forecasting; retail market companies;
profitability prediction; random effects regression; machine learning methods; Random Forest; long
short-term memory; deep neural network; portfolio algorithm; ensemble algorithm

MSC: 91B42

1. Introduction

Profitability is one of the most important indicators for evaluating a company’s per-
formance [1,2]. The literature explores a wide range of factors that affect the profitabil-
ity of a firm, such as leverage and firm size [1–4], working capital management and
global crises [5,6], customer relationship management, and innovation [7]. Traditionally,
economists have used linear methods (regression) to evaluate and forecast indicators. How-
ever, linear methods may not correctly reflect the real relationships between economic
indicators. A modern trend is to use machine learning methods (neural networks, Random
Forest, and so on), which assume the presence of non-linear hidden dependencies [8].
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Several studies have solved the problem of profitability forecasting using machine learning
methods, but most of them predict profitability as a binary variable; that is, positive and
negative profitability [9], increase or decrease profitability [10], and so on. At the same
time, the problem of predicting profitability as an interval variable remains relevant and
needs further studies. Only some works carry out calculations based on panel data [11].

The main purpose of this study is to empirically test and compare methods of predict-
ing a firm’s profitability and identify the best ones. This paper combines two approaches
(stages) to solve the problem of predicting the firms’ performance:

• Econometric analysis of the influence of factors on the company profitability. The
results of this analysis justify the addition of these factors to the models (sets of
variables) of profitability prediction.

• Prediction of the company profitability using machine learning methods. The problem
of predicting profitability is exceptionally relevant for investors and company owners.
Profitability and sales growth are two main indicators that characterize the success of
a business [1,2]. However, sales growth is difficult to model and forecast. As a rule,
the proportion of explained variation (R2) in regression models is low [12]. On the
contrary, many studies are devoted to identifying the factors that affect the profitability
of the company and model this influence [7,13–15]. This study predicts the firm’s
profitability as an interval variable for three models (sets of variables) and the following
prediction methods: regression with random effects (Regr), individual methods (or
algorithms) of machine learning (Random Forest (RF), deep neural network (DNN),
long short-term memory (LSTM)), and advanced methods (or sets of algorithms) of
machine learning (portfolios (Port1 and Port2) and ensembles (Ens)). We compare
these methods and determine the best of them by applying parametric and non-
parametric prediction measures, as well as analysis of variance to identify differences
in absolute forecast errors. As a novelty of this study, we indicate tuning of hyper
parameters with an Adam optimizer for DNN and LSTM and create two portfolios:
Portfolio 1 minimizes the mean absolute errors for the training set and Portfolio
2 is balanced by a set of individual methods, minimizing and adjusting the mean
absolute errors in applications of different forecasting methods. Such an approach
has a managerial implication in forecasting company performance (like in the retail
market) and comparing potential portfolios in their decision-making.

A detailed description of these stages and hypotheses of the study is presented below
(Section 2).

Calculations are carried out on a sample of 551 companies focused on retail sales of their
products. The training sample contains data for 2017–2019 (panel data, 1653 observations).
The test sample contains data for these companies for 2020. The dependent (predictable)
variable is the net return on assets.

The novelty and distinctive features of this study include the following:

• The study combines the methods of econometric analysis and machine learning.
Econometric analysis is used to identify variables that affect the profitability of the
company and justify their addition to the prediction model;

• Machine learning methods assume the presence of non-linear latent dependencies.
This method analyzes panel data and predicts the economic indicator firm’s prof-
itability, which is an interval variable. We build and apply both individual machine
learning methods (DNN, Random Forest, LSTM) and advanced methods (portfolios
and ensembles) to identify the best ones;

• The methods were tested on three models that differ in the proportion of variance
explained (R2). Accordingly, this paper defines not only the best methods for one
model, but also methods that give consistently high accuracy for all models. The study
shows that the proposed advanced machine learning methods including algorithm sets
(portfolios and ensembles) give better forecasting results in low-predictive-accuracy
models. They outperform high-accuracy forecasts and can be recommended for similar
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tasks. The study proposes a technique for creating a balanced portfolio adapted for
panel data;

• The accuracy of predictive methods is assessed by parametric and non-parametric
(rank) prediction measures. The study uses ANOVA to identify differences between
absolute forecast errors and to determine the best models and methods for predicting
firm’s profitability.

2. Research Stages and Hypothesis Development
2.1. Econometric Analysis of the Influence of Factors on the Company Profitability

The literature explores a wide range of factors that affect firm profitability, such as
leverage and firm size [1–3], working capital management and global crises [5,6], customer
relationship management, and innovation [7]. However, researchers rarely consider last
year’s profitability as a test variable. Perhaps this variable is not of interest from the
standpoint of managing the current profitability of the firm. Indeed, last year’s profitability
is already a fait accompli, and it is impossible to manage it this year. However, this study is
going to show that this variable is exceedingly important in the problems of profitability
forecasting and that this variable significantly increases the accuracy of the forecast.

Scholars explain this effect with the following reasons. First, firm profitability con-
verges at a certain level as a result of market competition, which is referred to as persistence
of profit (POP). POP studies argue that firm entry and exit are completely free, so any
abnormal profit quickly disappears, and that the profitability of all firms tends to converge
towards the long-run average value [16,17]. Second, firms try to manipulate profit to
achieve the average level in the industry [18,19].

The positive impact of last year’s profitability on the firm’s current performance is
confirmed in the works [11,16]. Accordingly, we test the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1. Last year’s profitability has a positive impact on the firm’s performance in the
current year.

An important factor affecting the company profitability is the dynamics of sales. Schol-
ars obtain conflicting results when modeling the impact of sales growth on profitability;
that is, positive impact [20–22], no impact, or negative impact [23–25]. We believe that this
factor leads to increased profitability if the firm does not have to cut prices to increase sales.
Therefore, not only sales growth is important, but also the simultaneous development of
sales channels and marketing communications with customers. The combination of these
factors will enhance the positive impact on profitability. Along with the growth of sales,
we studied (modern) digital sales and communication channels with customers (traffic on
the company’s website) [26–28], and considered the interaction of these factors.

Hypothesis 2. Sales growth and web traffic have a positive effect on the firm’s profitability, which
is enhanced by the moderation effect of these variables’ interaction.

If this hypothesis is confirmed, the study will reveal the non-linear influence of these
factors on profitability, and we will perform its 3D visualization.

2.2. Predicting the Companies’ Profitability Using Machine Learning Methods

This paper predicts firm profitability for three models (three sets of variables) and for
the following prediction methods: regression with random effects, individual methods
of machine learning (Random Forest, DNN, LSTM), and advanced methods (or sets of
algorithms) of machine learning (portfolios and ensembles).

An important issue in forecasting the performance of a firm determines the set of
variables that will be included in the forecasting models. Scholars use several approaches:

• Initially, to fix the small set of variables for the predictive model and change only the
forecasting methods (regression, machine learning methods, and so on) [8,9,29,30];
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• Initially, to include many factors in the model and use all of them in forecasting [10,31].

This study takes a different approach. We have added new factors to the model with
control variables if they significantly affect the profitability according to the regression
analysis. Next, we evaluate whether the quality of the prediction has improved with the
addition of new factors. According to this, we formulate the following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 3.1. The addition of the “last year’s profitability” variable to the model with control
variables improves the accuracy of forecasting the firms’ performance in the current year.

Hypothesis 3.2. The addition of the variables “sales growth”, “traffic”, and their interactions
(moderation effects, non-linear dependence) to the model improves the accuracy of the firms’ perfor-
mance forecast.

Researchers compare the quality of predictive models and methods to determine
the best ones and improve the accuracy of the forecast. Some forecasting approaches are
associated with machine learning methods and include methods such as DNN [11,32],
LSTM [33], Random Forest [34], and so on, which assume the presence of non-linear
latent dependencies. The prediction accuracy of these methods is compared to traditional
regression methods, which are based on linear dependencies [35]. Moreover, these methods
are compared to each other in terms of prediction accuracy. The researchers obtained
conflicting results:

• Most works confirm the advantage of machine learning methods (LSTM [36], neural
networks [10,37,38], and so on) over regression methods;

• Some works do not reveal significant differences between machine learning methods
and regression methods [39] or find that regression methods are better than machine
learning methods [40].

We were guided by the prevailing point of view and have formulated the following
hypothesis:

Hypothesis 4.1. Machine learning methods, which assume the presence of non-linear latent depen-
dencies, provide greater accuracy in predicting the profitability of firms compared with traditional
regression models.

Further development of that trend led to the emergence of advanced machine learning
methods and approaches: combinations of methods [41,42], ensembles of methods [43–45],
and portfolio methods [46,47]. As a rule, such methods include sets of methods or al-
gorithms. This work has tested two advanced methods: the portfolio method and the
ensemble method. Portfolios and ensembles were used to improve the accuracy of predic-
tive models. Scholars have obtained conflicting results:

- Most articles show that these methods lead to an increase in the accuracy of fore-
casts [48–50];

- Some studies do not reveal the benefits of these methods compared with individual
machine learning methods [51].

However, these methods have been studied little in relation to panel data. We
have explored these approaches for panel data and three models and tested the
following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 4.2. Portfolios improve the accuracy of firm profitability forecasts compared with
individual machine learning methods.

Hypothesis 4.3. Ensemble improves the accuracy of firm profitability forecasts compared with
individual machine learning methods.
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To test hypotheses 3.1, 3.2, 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3, we additionally applied non-parametric
(rank) prediction measures (median, 25–75% quartile range of absolute errors and squared
errors) and analysis of variance to identify significant differences in absolute profitability
prediction errors.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Data

The sample of companies consists of 551 industrial and service firms focused on
selling their products to retail consumers. The sample includes firms in retail (grocery
and electronics supermarkets), the food industry, the IT sector, the automotive industry,
residential construction, and other industries. The criteria for inclusion of a firm in the
sample are as follows:

• Sales of products of more than 100 million rubles annually during the period from
2016 to 2020;

• Availability of the company’s website;
• The firm is focused on the retail consumers.

All firms that met these criteria were included in the sample. Firms with missing
values of indicators or exhibiting major outliers were excluded from the study. Companies’
financial indicators were sourced from the Spark Information Systems [52]. Web traffic
metrics were obtained using the Seranking service [53].

The scope of the study is from 2017 to 2020. According to forecasting techniques, it is
divided into two periods:

• The training period (2017–2019). It was used to train models and identify relationships
between variables. It is panel data and includes 1653 observations (551 firms× 3 years).
We lost one year (2016) of observations as we calculated the growth rates of sales and
used the “last year’s profitability” variable;

• The test period (2020). It was used to predict the profitability of firms. It includes
551 observations (551 firms × 1 year).

3.2. Econometric Analysis of the Influence of Factors on the Profitability of the Company

Dependent Variable. We consider the company’s net return on assets (ROA) as a
dependent variable that characterizes the efficiency of the enterprise. This approach to
measuring firm performance is widely used in modern economic research [54–57]. ROA is
calculated as the ratio of net profit to the firm’s assets, multiplied by 100%.

Independent Variables. In accordance with the purpose of the work and the formulated
hypotheses, we examined the effect of three independent variables on firm profitability:

• Last year’s profitability (ROA t − 1) [11,16];
• Sales growth (growth) measured as the ratio of difference in revenue between years t

and (t − 1) to revenue in year (t − 1) [20–22];
• Company website traffic (traffic) obtained from the Seranking service [53]. Given

the nature of the data, we utilized the natural logarithm of the variable in our mod-
elling [58,59].

Control Variables. In accordance with the generally accepted methodology of econo-
metric calculations, we included a wide range of control variables, which can affect the
dependent variable in our regression models, to control alternative explanations:

• Share of fixed assets in total assets (FATA) [56,60];
• Current liquidity ratio (CACL) measured as the ratio of current assets to current

liabilities and controls for company’s ability to launch and sustain capital-intensive
initiatives [60];

• Leverage (leverage) calculated as the share of borrowed funds in the assets of the
company [3,61];

• Asset turnover (turnover) measured as the ratio of revenue to the company’s assets
serves as a control for company’s efficiency to generate sales [62];
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• Firm’s age (age) measured as a number of years since company’s establishment ac-
cording to SPARK database [61,63];

• Mean_ind variable, which reflects differences in firm performance across industries
and years.

Descriptive statistics and correlations between variables are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics and correlations between variables.

N Variables Mean St. Dev. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 FATA 18.90 18.66 1.00

2 CACL 3.39 10.42 −0.06 * 1.00

3 Leverage 56.03 27.58 −0.10 *** −0.30 *** 1.00

4 Turnover 166.64 112.29 −0.11 *** −0.12 *** 0.17 *** 1.00

5 Age 18.05 6.73 0.12 *** 0.03 −0.16 *** −0.20 *** 1.00

6 Mean_ind 8.21 3.48 −0.10 *** 0.06 * −0.20 *** −0.02 0.04 λ 1.00

7 ROA t − 1 8.11 11.64 −0.05 * 0.18 *** −0.35 *** 0.05 * −0.09 *** 0.25 *** 1.00

8 Growth 0.12 0.37 −0.05 * −0.02 0.09 *** 0.07 ** −0.12 *** 0.05 * −0.04 1.00

9 Traffic 8.26 3.37 0.07 ** −0.03 0.01 0.00 0.08 *** −0.03 0.03 −0.08 **

Source: calculated by the authors. *** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0,05; λ p < 0.10.

The data in Table 1 show that there is no strong correlation between the predictor
variables (r << 0.70); therefore, we can use them in the regression analysis. The correlation
between last year’s and current year’s profitability is also less than 70%, so we include last
year’s profitability in our models (a similar approach was used in [16], in which the same
variable is included in the OLS and fixed-effects models).

3.3. Models

This research applies regression analysis to the panel data. The regression model
based on the least squares method (OLS model) is evaluated as inadequate. For panel data
analysis, either fixed-effects or random-effects models are commonly used. In this study,
we choose random-effects models.

The general formula for a regression model with random effects is as follows:

Yit = Intercept + Xit × β+ µi + εit, (1)

where
Intercept—a constant;
Xit—variables and β—coefficients for variables;
µi—a random error invariant in time for each object;
εit—the model regression residual.
The models are presented in Table 2. In all models, ROA is the dependent variable.
Model 1 and Model 2 are linear, while Model 3, which includes the multiplication of

variables, is non-linear.
According to Table 2, the formula of the regression model with random effects for

Model 1 is as follows:

ROA = Intercept + β1 × FATA + β2 × CACL + β3 × Leverage + β4 ×
Turnover + β5 × Age + β6 ×Mean_ind + µi + εit

(2)

Formulae for Models 2 and 3 are constructed similarly according to the data in Table 2.
Model 1 includes only control variables. Model 2 adds last year’s profitability to

estimate its impact on the current year’s firm performance and test hypothesis 1. Model 3
adds sales growth, web traffic, and their interaction to test hypothesis 2.
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Table 2. Regression models and their variables.

N Variables Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

1 FATA + + +
2 CACL + + +
3 Leverage + + +
4 Turnover + + +
5 Age + + +
6 Mean_ind + + +
8 ROA t − 1 + +
9 Growth +
10 Traffic +
11 Growth × Traffic +

To minimize the problems of multicollinearity, all independent and control variables
of regression models were standardized according to [64]. The regression analysis period
was from 2017 to 2019.

3.4. Predicting the Companies’ Profitability Using Machine Learning Methods

The study uses the same data to predict profitability. We built predictive models on
three sets of variables, which are shown in Table 2. For each set of variables, we applied the
following prediction methods:

- regression with random effects (Regr);
- individual methods (or algorithms) of machine learning (Random Forest (RF), deep

neural network (DNN), long short-term memory (LSTM));
- advanced methods (or sets of algorithms) of machine learning (portfolios (Port1 and

Port2) and ensembles (Ens)).

These methods were trained on 2017–2019 data and then predicted profitability in
2020. Unlike regression, the machine learning methods consider the presence of non-linear
latent dependencies when predicting a firm’s profitability.

A deep neural network (DNN) is a neural network model that sequentially calculates
an output layer based on an input layer, using the outputs of the current layer as the inputs
of the next one [65]. Hidden layers allow this method to non-linearly transform input
data and approximate complex relationships between inputs and outputs. Thus, neural
networks allow us to approximate arbitrary non-linear dependencies, the form of which
is not known in advance. The structure of the neural network includes an input layer
represented by the model input data (size, FATA, and so on) described earlier; two identical
hidden layers, each of which contains 64 neurons; and an output layer that includes one
neuron predicting profitability (Figure 1).
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The calculation of profitability is carried out according to the following formula:

ROA = f

(
n2

∑
l=1

(
fl

(
n1

∑
j=1

(
f j

(
n

∑
i=1

(
xiwji + bj

))))
wl j + bl

)
wl + b

)
(3)

where x are normalized values of input variables;
w are weight coefficients;
b is bias;
n is the number of input variables;
n1 is the number of neurons in the first intermediate layer;
n2 is the number of neurons in the second intermediate layer.
ReLU was used as the activation function of the intermediate layers:

f (u) =

{
0, i f x < 0
u, otherwise

where f (.) is an activation function and u is the value calculated by summing the bias and
multiplying the input values of the neuron by weight coefficients.

The activation function of the output neuron is linear as the regression problem is
being solved.

In the process of training a neural network, the parameters (weights and biases) are
determined by minimizing the loss function, which is usually expressed by characteristics
such as MSE and MAE.

The recurrent neural network LSTM (long short-term memory) has gained wide
popularity for time-series forecasting [8,33,38]. The advantages of the LSTM model include
the ability to effectively build non-linear dependencies that describe the source data with
high accuracy. Unlike DNN, the LSTM block does not consist of a neuron, but of a memory
cell that stores information updated by three gates: input, forgetting, and output. The
advantages of such a structure include the ability to process long-term information. To
work with LSTM, the input data were converted to a many-to-many sequence, where the
timestep is three, the number of features is equal to the number of variables in the model,
and the number of samples is equal to the number of enterprises. The network structure
also includes two intermediate layers (the number of neurons in the inner layer is 100) as
well as one output layer. The algorithm applies a ReLU activation function for the inner
layers and a linear activation function for the output layer.

To predict the profitability of firms, we use DNN and LSTM with the advanced and
efficient Adam optimizer. The optimizer in DNN or LSTM is an algorithm that allows the
model to find the optimal values of weights and biases during the training process. To train
DNN and LSTM, we considered optimization algorithms such as Adam, AdaGrad, and
RMSProp. The best performance was obtained using the Adam algorithm, as it is one of
the most efficient optimization algorithms for training [66–69]. It combines the ideas of
RMSProp and AdaGrad. When using this algorithm, the weight coefficients are updated
according to the following formulae [70]:

mt = β1mt−1 + (1− β1)gt,

υt = β2υt−1 + (1− β2)g2
t ,

wt = wt−1 − η√
υt+ε

mt,

where:
t—timestep;
η—learning rate (η = 0.001);
β1, β2—exponential decay rates for the moment estimates (β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999);
g—objective function gradient;
ε—smoothing parameter to avoid division by zero (ε = 10−7);
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w—weight coefficients;
m—first moment estimate;
υ—second raw moment estimate.
We used MSE as a loss function, as it is the most popular and has several advantages,

including sensitivity to outliers, which ensures the exclusion of large deviations of the
predicted value from the real one [71,72]. In addition, this function is used when building
a regression.

Random Forest is a machine learning algorithm that uses an ensemble of decision trees
to solve a problem [73]. Like neural networks, this tool can detect non-linear relationships
between a dependent variable and a set of independent variables. A decision tree is a way
of representing if–then decision rules in a specific hierarchy. Thus, the resulting structure
includes elements of two types: nodes (decision rules) and leaves (decisions). To build a
tree, it is necessary to specify the minimum number of samples to split the node and the
maximum depth of the tree. To solve the problem, values 2 and 7 were chosen, respectively.
Random Forest includes 100 decision trees. The MSE function was used to evaluate the
separation quality.

Portfolio methods are sets of individual methods or algorithms. As a rule, if there are
several methods under study, one is chosen for forecasting by generalizing metrics (MAE,
MSE, R2) calculated on the training set [41]. However, this choice is not always effective,
because the method that was the best on the training set may show moderate results or be
the worst on the test set. For panel data, the same method may provide the smallest error
for one object, but the largest error for another. To solve this problem, scholars apply the
portfolio method, where a different forecasting method is chosen for each object [47,74,75].

We modified the portfolio approach presented in the literature taking into account
panel data. Two portfolios were formed:

1. Portfolio with error minimization (Port1). This portfolio is aimed at minimizing the
mean absolute errors for the training set. The algorithm for constructing this portfolio is
shown in Figure 2.

Here and after, i is the firm number, n is the number of years in the training sample,
k is the method number, j is the year number, e is the mean absolute error, h is the model
number, ROA′ is the predicted value of profitability based on the training samples, and
ROA” is the predicted value of profitability based on the test sample.

To predict profitability, this technique selects the method that provides the smallest
value of the average absolute error from 2017 to 2019 for each firm.

The advantage of this approach is that it focuses on minimizing absolute forecast errors.
The disadvantage is that an unbalanced portfolio can be obtained with the predominance of
one of the methods. The MAE value can vary greatly between methods on the training set.
At the same time, there were no such differences observed in the test sample. Inadequate
differences in MAE on the training sample lead to the fact that the method with the smallest
MAE is chosen for most objects and the method with the largest MAE is chosen for a
minority of firms.

This paper offers a second portfolio option that solves this problem on panel data.
2. Portfolio balanced by a set of individual methods (Port2). This portfolio is aimed at

minimizing the mean absolute errors adjusted for MAE differences between methods on
the training set. To predict profitability, we chose the method that provides the smallest
value of the average absolute error from 2017 to 2019 for a given company, divided by the
MAE of the method, calculated from the training sample. In this case, the average absolute
error is calculated by the following formula:

eik =

n
∑

j=1

∣∣∣ROAij − ROA′ijk
∣∣∣

n ·maek
.

Such a portfolio provides a greater variety of methods in the case when the accuracy
of the methods on the training set is different.
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Ensembles are sets of individual methods or algorithms that are grouped at several
levels [76]. Ensembles of algorithms can reduce the prediction error compared with single
models by combining the predictions of several models, as well as increase resistance to
outliers, noise, and data errors and provide better generalization ability [77]. It allows us to
improve the quality metrics of individual algorithms.

This article discusses the construction of an ensemble of algorithms for predicting
firm profitability. We propose the following technique for constructing the ensemble of
algorithms structure. The method represents a two-level ensemble. The first level consists
of gradient boosting methods, which are formed according to [78]. Feature selection is
based on the significance of the features estimated for these gradient boosting methods in
accordance with the methodology [79]. The study applies the hyperparameter optimization
technique to tune the parameters of the methods at the first level. The second level consists
of a linear regression that is applied to the features identified at the first level. Learning
occurs through cross-validation [80]. A graphical representation of the proposed ensemble
is shown in Figure 3.
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The presented ensemble can be described as follows:
X is a feature matrix of dimension N ×M, where N is the number of observations and

M is the number of features.
The pipeline used at the first level of the model consists of the following elements:
A feature selector S(X) that selects the most important features from a matrix X based

on a given threshold and a gradient boosting method.
Gradient boosting methods at the first level are denoted as fi(S(X)), where i = 1, . . . , k

and k are numbers of gradient boosting methods (k = 2 in our case), which accept selected
features and return predictions yi for each observation.

The second-level pipeline of the model is as follows:
Second-level linear regression methods, denoted as gj(y1, . . . , yk), where j = 1, . . . ,

n and n are numbers linear regression methods (n = 1 in our case), which accept the
predictions of the first-level models and return the final predictions yj for each observation.

A loss function L(yj, ytrue) measures the error of the model based on the final predictions
yj and the true values ytrue.

The final model is defined as an ensemble of second-level methods trained on cross-
validation and minimizing the error function:

argming1,...,gn(
1
k

k

∑
i=1

L(
n

∑
j=1

wjgj( fi(S(Xi)), . . . , fk(S(Xi)), yi)))

where Xi is the feature matrix for the i-th observation, yi is the true value for the i-th
observation, and wj is the weight of the j-th method of the second level.
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To compare the quality of the above predictive models and methods, we calculate a
standard set of parametric indicators (MAE, MSE, RMSE, and R2), according to [81,82]:

MSE =

m
∑

i=1

(
ROAi−ROA′′i

)2

m ,

MAE =

m
∑

i=1

∣∣∣ROAi−ROA′′i
∣∣∣

m ,

RMSE =

√
m
∑

i=1

(
ROAi−ROA′′i

)2

m ,

R2 = 1−

m
∑

i=1

(
ROAi−ROA′′i

)2

m
∑

i=1
(ROAi−ROA)

2
,

where m—number of firms in the sample;
ROA—average value of profitability (ROA) for the sample.
We do not calculate MAPE and SMAPE, as profitability can take values close to zero

and these indicators are inadequate [83–85]. Moreover, we use non-parametric (rank)
indicators (median, 25–75% quartile range of absolute errors and squared errors) and
analysis of variance (Wilcoxon test) to assess the significance of differences in the absolute
error of the profitability forecast.

4. Results
4.1. Econometric Analysis of the Influence of Factors on the Profitability of the Company

The results of regression modeling are presented in Table 3.
Based on the calculations (Table 3), Model 1 is described by the following formula:

ROA = 8.21 − 0.99 × FATA + 0.09 × CACL − 5.43 × Leverage + 2.21 ×
Turnover − 1.49 × Age + 2.50 ×Mean_ind + µi + εit

(4)

Formulae for Models 2, 3, and 4 are constructed similarly according to the data in
Table 3.

Model 1, which includes only control variables, is highly significant, but it only ex-
plains a small percentage of the variation in the dependent variable (R2 is 19.8%). Turnover
and mean_ind have a stronger positive effect on the dependent variable. Leverage and age
highly significantly negative impact on profitability.

The second model adds the ROA t− 1 variable, which has a highly significant positive
effect on profitability. Model 2 is highly significant and better explains the variation in the
dependent variable. R2 increases to 41.8%. Hypothesis #1 is confirmed. As R2 increases
strongly, we expect the addition of the ROA t − 1 variable to significantly improve the
accuracy of the 2020 profitability forecast.

The third model adds the growth and traffic variables, and their interaction (growth
× traffic). These three variables have a significant positive effect on the firm’s profitability.
Model 3 is highly significant, with R2 rising to 45.2%. Hypothesis #2 is confirmed. The
influence of growth and traffic variables on profitability is non-linear and its 3D visualiza-
tion is required. In model 3, all variables (except the dependent variable) are standardized.
Therefore, their average values are equal to zero. Considering the case where all variables
take on averages, we obtain the following non-linear function for Model 3:

ROA = 8.26 + 2.43 × Growth + 0.37 × Traffic + 0.63 × Growth × Traffic (5)

The 3D visualization of the non-linear function (5) is shown in Figure 4.
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Table 3. Regression results (training sample, dependent variable—ROA, standard errors are shown
in parentheses).

Variables Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Intercept 8.21 ***
(0.36)

8.21 ***
(0.22)

8.26 ***
(0.21)

FATA −0.99 **
(0.34)

−0.32
(0.23)

−0.26
(0.22)

CACL 0.09
(0.31)

0.15
(0.23)

0.14
(0.23)

Leverage −5.43 ***
(0.35)

−2.50 ***
(0.25)

−2.62 ***
(0.25)

Turnover 2.21 ***
(0.33)

1.44 ***
(0.23)

1.34 ***
(0.22)

Age −1.49 ***
(0.36)

−0.76 ***
(0.23)

−0.58 **
(0.22)

Mean_ind 2.50 ***
(0.34)

1.65 ***
(0.23)

1.47 ***
(0.22)

ROA t − 1 5.42 ***
(0.24)

5.53 ***
(0.24)

Growth 2.43 ***
(0.24)

Traffic 0.37 λ

(0.22)

Growth × Traffic 0.63 **
(0.21)

Adj. R2 0.198 0.418 0.452

∆ Adj.R2 - 0.220 0.034

p <0.001 <0.001 <0.001

Source: calculated by the authors according to SPARK and Seranking data. *** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; λ p < 0.10.
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Figure 4 shows that firms maximize their profitability when two conditions are met:
high sales growth and high website traffic. Fulfillment of only one of the conditions
leads to a decrease in profitability. The worst option is the case of falling sales with high
traffic to the company’s website. A detailed discussion of these results is provided in the
“Discussion” section.

4.2. Predicting the Companies’ Profitability Using Machine Learning Methods

Figure 5a,b show the actual and predicted profitability for 551 firms for Models 1
and 3, respectively. These figures demonstrate the prediction accuracy for the advanced
machine learning methods (Portfolio 1 and Portfolio 2 in our case) that assume non-linear
relationships between variables.
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Figure 5. Actual and predicted profitability values using Portfolio 1 and Portfolio 2 for the test
sample: (a) Model 1 and (b) Model 3.

Visually, Model 3 achieves a higher prediction accuracy than Model 1. To prove this,
it is necessary to compare the prediction measures. The features’ importance of factors
influencing the profitability of firms are presented in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Features’ importance of factors affecting the profitability of firms for the DNN method and
Model 3 (test sample).

ROA t − 1, leverage, growth, mean_ind, and turnover are the most significant factors
to predict a firm’s performance for the case of using a neural network and a full set of
variables (Model 3).

We calculated parametric indicators of forecast accuracy to compare the quality of
models and methods for predicting profitability (Table 4).

Table 4. Comparison of prediction measures of different models for the test sample.

Method MAE MSE RMSE R2

Model 1
Regression (Regr) 7.90 138.19 11.76 0.28

LSTM 8.67 148.66 12.19 0.23
DNN 7.67 128.51 11.34 0.33

Random Forest (RF) 7.70 132.93 11.53 0.30
Portfolio 1 (Port1) 7.17 116.71 10.80 0.41
Portfolio 2 (Port2) 7.21 116.32 10.79 0.40

Ensemble (Ens) 7.34 126.09 11.23 0.34

Model 2
Regression (Regr) 6.43 98.30 9.91 0.49

LSTM 6.16 101.73 10.09 0.47
DNN 6.20 97.94 9.90 0.49

Random Forest (RF) 6.29 100.92 10.05 0.47
Portfolio 1 (Port1) 6.11 98.98 9.95 0.52
Portfolio 2 (Port2) 6.12 100.49 10.02 0.50

Ensemble (Ens) 6.09 93.22 9.65 0.52

Model 3
Regression (Regr) 6.13 86.62 9.31 0.55

LSTM 5.71 80.10 8.95 0.58
DNN 5.52 70.56 8.40 0.63

Random Forest (RF) 5.58 82.59 9.09 0.57
Portfolio 1 (Port1) 5.59 80.66 8.98 0.60
Portfolio 2 (Port2) 5.53 77.14 8.78 0.61

Ensemble (Ens) 5.46 77.57 8.81 0.60
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Visually, these data show the following:

• Strong differences in the values of prediction measures are observed between Models
1, 2, and 3. The first model has a low quality of the forecast. The third model
demonstrates the highest forecast accuracy.

• Differences between prediction methods are small. The best methods differ between
models. Advanced methods (portfolios and ensembles) demonstrate consistently high
prediction accuracy. Regression achieves good results and is not far behind the best
machine learning models.

However, are these conclusions, based on a visual comparison of the means of pre-
diction measures, reliable? Can we mathematically prove, for example, that Model 2 is
better than Model 1 and that the DNN is better than regression? To solve this problem, we
applied analysis of variance. We compared the absolute error values for the sample of firms
under study for various models and methods using the Wilcoxon test.

Visualization of absolute errors for various models and methods for predicting prof-
itability is shown in Figure 7.
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Model 3 with a full set of variables achieves a good profitability forecast accuracy,
especially for the best machine learning methods based on non-linear dependencies. MAE
drops to 5.46 for ensemble. The median of absolute errors is even lower—3.07 for Random
Forest, i.e., the error in predicting the profitability of 50% of firms does not exceed 3.07.
Moreover, the absolute error of the lower quartile is 1.20 for Portfolio 1. This means that
the error in predicting the ROA of 25% of firms is less than 1.20.

Large differences in the mean values (parametric characteristic of the sample) and
medians (nonparametric characteristic of the sample) of the absolute errors are revealed
in Figure 7. These differences raise the question of what researchers should prefer when
assessing the accuracy of the forecast: parametric criteria or non-parametric criteria.

Analysis of variance (Wilcoxon test) of absolute errors showed the following results:

• Highly significant (p < 0.001 ***) differences between Models 1 and 2 for all forecasting
methods. Hypothesis 3.1 is confirmed.

• Highly significant (p < 0.001 ***) differences between Models 2 and 3 for all forecast-
ing methods, except for DNN. In the case of DNN, the differences are statistically
significant (p = 0.02 *). Hypothesis 3.2 is confirmed.

• Regression as a prediction method, based mainly on linear dependencies, is inferior
to the best individual methods of machine learning, which consider the presence of
nonlinear hidden dependencies. For Model 1, Random Forest and DNN are slightly
significantly (p < 0.1 λ) better than regression. For Model 3, Random Forest, DNN and
LSTM are highly significantly (p < 0.001 ***) better than regression. Hypothesis 4.1 is
confirmed, except for the case of LSTM in Model 1.

• Advanced methods that include sets of algorithms show better and more constant
results than individual methods. For Model 1, portfolios and ensembles are better
than DNN, RF, and LSTM (most of the differences are highly significant). For Model 2,
they are better than DNN and RF (the differences are significant or slightly significant).
For Model 3, they are slightly better than LSTM. Portfolios and ensembles achieve
constant results for all three models. The differences between them are insignificant
for all three models. Hypotheses 4.2 and 4.3 were fully confirmed for Model 1 and
were partially confirmed for Models 2 and 3.

Portfolios showed good results, while two techniques for their construction were used
in the study. Figure 8 shows the differences in portfolio structure for these techniques.
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The first portfolio, which is aimed at minimizing the absolute errors on the training
sample, is unbalanced. One of the methods (RF or LSTM) strongly dominates in this
portfolio, as its MAE on the training set is much lower than that of other methods. However,
the RF and LSTM methods do not show the best results on the test set. Accordingly, such a
portfolio structure is risky, although this portfolio shows a high accuracy of forecasts.

The technique of constructing the second portfolio provides a balanced portfolio for
the structure of the machine learning methods included in it. This portfolio demonstrates
high forecast accuracy and appears to be more reliable than Portfolio 1, which is heavily
dominated by the RF and LSTM methods.

A detailed discussion of these results is provided in the next section.

5. Discussion and Practical Implementation

The results of the study are consistent with several studies and their findings, and
significantly complement and refine them. The strong positive impact of last year’s prof-
itability on the current year’s firm’s performance is consistent with [11,16]. Scholars explain
this effect with the following reasons. Persistence of profit studies argue that firm entry
and exit are completely free, so any abnormal profit quickly disappears, and that the
profitability of all firms tends to converge towards the long-run average value [16,17].
According to the papers [18,19], firms can also manipulate profit to achieve average level at
the industry. Our study has confirmed these results and revealed a strong positive impact
of the profitability of past years on the profitability of the current year, which must be
considered for the forecasting.

The positive impact of sales growth on profitability was confirmed in some works [20–22],
but was disputed in others [23–25]. This study solves the issue of conflicting results when
it models the combined impact of sales growth and digital customer communications on a
firm’s profitability. We have found that firms achieve maximum profitability gains when
two conditions are met: high sales growth and the development of modern digital sales
channels and customer communications. The resulting dependence is non-linear. This
study performs its 3D visualization. According to 3D visualization, fulfillment of only one
of the conditions leads to a decrease in profitability. The worst situation is the case of falling
sales with high website traffic.

Adding new variables and refining the model improve profitability prediction accuracy.
Adding the variable “last year’s profitability” to the forecast model significantly improves
the accuracy of the forecast. We believe that this variable should be included in all firm
profitability forecasting models. A similar approach is used in [11], where scholars also
obtain high prediction accuracy. Moreover, we as well as other researchers believe that
lagged profitability is the most significant factor in predictive models. The addition of the
growth and traffic variables also improves prediction measures for all forecasting methods.
Growth is one of the significant factors affecting profitability according to the calculated
features’ importance.

Regarding the other variables used in the study, we noted the following. Two variables
(leverage and turnover) that managers of firms can influence have a pronounced effect
on profitability according to the regression model and on the accuracy of predicting prof-
itability according to the calculated features importance. This is consistent with the works
of [3,61,62]. Other variables (age, FATA, and CALC) have less influence on the accuracy
of the forecast according to the calculated features’ importance. In future research, we
are going to explore whether they should be included in profitability prediction models.
As mentioned before in the study, scholars investigated the impact of a wide range of
variables on the profitability of the firm [1–7]. We did not strive to explore a wide range
of variables, but sought to find variables that significantly improve the accuracy of the
forecast. In particular, the study does not include the firm size variable in the model, as it
does not significantly affect profitability in Model 3. However, we are going to consider
it when modeling the profitability of firms in other industries. Variables such as export
earnings, innovative activity, ownership structure, and so on are of undoubted interest
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for researchers. Nevertheless, we have limitations on the available data. Spark provides
information primarily on the financial indicators of firms and allows testing of only a
limited range of variables.

Many studies apply machine learning methods in forecasting, including profitability
prediction. Furthermore, most of these works use a binary dependent variable [9,10]. Only
a few papers predict profit or profitability as an interval variable. Scholars are achieving
conflicting results on the prediction accuracy of different methods. Some research confirms
the benefits of DNN [86,87] and Random Forest [88]. In some works, regression models
demonstrate greater accuracy [89]. The distinctive feature of this study is that machine
learning methods were tested on three models, which differ significantly in the accuracy
of the forecast and the share of explanations of variation (R2). We have evaluated not
only the success of the method on a single model, but also the stability of the results for
different models.

This paper confirms the advantage of individual machine learning methods over
regression models. Because a lower prediction accuracy was obtained using regression,
this allows us to conclude that there are hidden non-linear dependencies and complex
relationships between variables that are better modeled by machine learning methods. We
found that the DNN and Random Forest methods achieved the best results in predicting
the profitability of firms (interval variable) compared with regression for all three models,
which is consistent with the works of [86–88]. However, we have observed the instability
of the results of individual machine learning methods on different models. In particular,
LSTM performs poorly on Model 1, where it is worse than regression. At the same time,
it shows good results on Models 2 and 3, which are better than those of the regression.
Further, the DNN and Random Forest methods did not predict profitability very well in
case of Model 1. They were slightly significantly better than regression.

To solve this problem of individual methods and improve the accuracy of prediction,
the paper uses advanced machine learning methods, including sets of algorithms (portfolios
and ensembles). These methods achieved the best results in models with low prediction
accuracy and were among the best in models with high prediction accuracy, which is
consistent with the works of [48–50]. Moreover, the study confirmed consistently high
results of these methods for different panel data models.

To compare forecasting methods, we used traditional parametric indicators of forecast
accuracy, proposed and tested non-parametric indicators, and used the analysis of variance
method to assess forecast accuracy. We confirm that it is desirable to use machine learning
methods with non-linear dependencies between variables to predict the profitability of
firms (in the case of interval variable and panel data analysis).

6. Conclusions

Econometric analysis provided the following results of the influence of factors on
the profitability of the company. The study has found that last year’s profitability highly
significantly affected the firm’s performance in the current year. We believe that this
fact reduces the ability to manage profitability, because part of the variation in current
profitability is due to last year’s results, which is difficult to influence. However, this
pattern must be considered in profitability forecasting models.

The study finds that firms maximize profitability when two conditions are met: high
sales growth and the development of modern digital sales channels and communications
with customers. The resulting dependence is non-linear. Fulfillment of only one of the
conditions leads to a decrease in profitability. The worst situation is the case of falling sales
with high traffic to the company’s website.

Predicting the companies’ profitability using machine learning methods shows that
adding independent variables (last year’s profitability, growth, traffic, and their interaction)
to the forecast model significantly increases the accuracy of the forecast and improves all
prediction measures (MAE, MSE, RMSE, and R2). Analysis of variance confirms that the
absolute errors in this case are highly significantly lower.
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The model with a full set of variables achieves good profitability forecast accuracy
for the best machine learning methods based on non-linear dependencies. MAE drops
to 5.46 for ensemble. The median of absolute errors is even lower—3.07 for Random
Forest, i.e., the error in predicting the profitability of 50% of firms does not exceed 3.07.
Random-effects regression is inferior in the accuracy of predictions to all machine learning
methods according to the analysis of variance. This allows us to conclude that there are
hidden non-linear dependencies and complex relationships between variables that are
better modeled by machine learning methods.

This paper reveals that advanced machine learning methods including algorithm
sets (portfolios and ensembles) achieve better results in low predictive accuracy models
(compared with individual methods: DNN, Random Forest, and LSTM). They are also
among the best in models with high accuracy forecast. Portfolios and ensembles are
comparable in terms of forecast accuracy. They show consistently high results in predicting
firm profitability for various panel data models and can be recommended for similar tasks.
This study proposes a technique for building a balanced portfolio, which is adapted for
panel data.

Finally, we can point the small sample of firms and considered period, covering 2016
to 2020, as a limitation of this study. The study did not have access to data for subsequent
years and to additional firms with digital customer communications data. We believe
that the accuracy of profitability prediction methods can be improved and the differences
between prediction methods can become more pronounced as the number of observations
increases. The future studies could test profitability forecasting by implementing Monte
Carlo simulation in the LSTM model (after hyperparameters tuning) and to test more
optimizations in LSTM, such as Fruit Fly, and more.
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